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What is GOLD GRINDER 3.O? 

GG 3.0 is a USDT miner, It's also a family member of original Gold Grinder and the whole 

ecosystem. 
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How is this different from Gold Grinder 1 and  Gold Grinder 2? 

First of all it's a USDT miner while GG2 is a BUSD miner and GG1 is a BNB miner. GG3 is similar 

to GG2 but with some important changes:  

• Autocompounding option is added, with a configurable personal behavior (every user can 

choose after how many compounds the contract should sell for him) 

• A gaming section is added to allow the braves and people who are feeling lucky to roll their 

dices, users can choose how much to bet and double their money if they win, if they lose their 

bet amount is sent into the miner, increasing the price of GOLD!  

• the negative impact of autocompounding on the price of GOLD is softned, and can be further 

adjusted  post deployment by the project owner to reduce inflation. 

• Further adjustments to reduce inflation are taken, and the number of compulsory compounds 

is shortened (from 10 of GG2 to 6) to allow users to get out their cash earlier if they need. 

 

What is the price of GOLD? 

There is no set price for GOLD, it changes according to the volume. There is an estimate price 

calculator that can be used (it's not accurate, but somewhere close). 

 

What's daily % of rewards?  

GG 3.0 gives you up to 10% daily returns on your investment. It also depends on the volume in 

tvl. When volume is low, rewards may be slightly lower.  

 

How does the referral feature works? 

You get 9% on each buy of every person you refer, referral rewards goes directly to your 

rewards in usdt. 
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Is GG 3.0 Anti bot? 

Yes, it's 100% anti bot because of all the features we've added. Bots can't manipulate this 

contract.  

 

Is there any blacklist feature in the contract? 

No, We do not have any blacklist feature unlike other similar contract projects who can blacklist 

wallets. We want to keep it fair for everyone. 

 

What is 80% withdrawal tax? 

This is a feature we have added after experiencing Youtuber and influencers issues in og GG 1, 

In GG 3.0 if anyone sells before compounding at least 6 times, they will be taxed 80%. Anyone 

who makes more than 2 sells a week also get taxed 80% which goes back to TVL. This way it's 

more sustainable. 

 

What is COMPOUND BONUS? 

We have 1.5% compound bonus, this is the amount of gold bonus a user will receive if he 

compounds instead of selling his gold. Compound max times (max 26 times) this is the amount 

of compounds which the user can get compound bonus in a row. Compound step (1 day) this is 

the amount of time a user has to wait since last compound to get a compound bonus when he 

compounds. (this was present also in GG2 but has been reduced to reduce inflation) 

 

What is 48 hours rewards accumulation cut off? 

This is the interval for which a user can accumulate rewards before it stops accumulating. In 

simple words, you must compound or sell in 48 hours to activate earning rewards again. This is 

a way to fight bots. 
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What is withdraw cooldown?  

We have 24 hours withdraw cooldown, this is amount of time user has to wait to be able to sell. 

Amount of times a user has to compound to not get affected by the withdrawal tax (6 times).  

 

Why are my rewards not growing? 

It depends on your daily habits: if you Reinvest more than you Sell, your rewards grow 

overtime. 

 

What is GOLD? 

Gold is the currency of GG 3.0, you can buy gold grinders/miners. GOLD grinders are the miners 

that are hired with USDT and work to get your rewards USDT.  

 

What are the fees? 

There is 8% fee that goes to marketing and development of the project from each buy/sell and 

on the game section there is a 5% fee when a bet is placed that goes to marketing, 

development and to cover the gas paid to generate the random number and settle the bet  

 

Do GOLD amount decrease when you sell? 

No, the 'Gold' amount will not change. If you make a new deposit or Hire miner the amount will 

increase but not when you sell gold (take rewards). The 'Gold' is less efficient over time if you 

sell too much. 
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What is the best strategy? 

We recommend the tried and tested method as in it is written in the contract. Re-invest (Hire 

Miner) 6 days and Sell Gold 1 day a week. It will compound your investment and receive your 

initial back in 6-8 weeks. You can even choose your strategy and let the autocompounder follow 

your strategy for you without any stress and any cost incurred. 

 

What are the Miners? 

Miners are what fill your bags with Gold while you sleep, the more miners you have the more 

they bring. 

 

Do my rewards grow when tvl grow? 

If you look at the gold amount no, if you look at the USDT value ideally yes, tvl growing means 

more people are buying gold and pushing its price up. 

 

Does the daily return % decrease if the TVL is not increasing? Or 

does the daily return % only decrease when selling too much? 

If the tvl decrease it’s likely to happen that your reward value in USDT will decrease too, if you 

compound you might solve that (if price is going down you’d get less USDT per gold, but 

compounding you’d get more gold per hour, and chances are that the speed at which your 

mining rate will grow will surpass the speed at which the price will decline) 

Where can I see my referral rewards?  

Your referral rewards goes to your wallet directly in USDT token. And you can even check that 

on the dashboard.  
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What if I don't use a referral link? 

If you don't use a referral link, referral reward goes to marketing wallet. 

 

How does the autocompounding work? 

On the dashboard of GG3 you can input how many compounds you want to do before each sell 

(min 6 max 26), and press the enable button, you can read in the dashboard to what it is 

currently set: (currently set to sell after _ compounds) (if 0 then autocompound is not enabled 

for you). You can at anytime press disable to exit from autocompound mode. 

While on autocompound mode you can’t compound or sell manually. 

Are there any additional fees for autocompounding? 

No, the fees to cover the cost of autocompounding are taken from the 8% dev tax, there is no 

additional fees for the users autocompounding. 

When does autocompounding happen? 

The automator will try to execute the strategy each user selected at 12 AM (UTC+0), if at that 

time the hire bonus for the user wouldn’t have been activated the user will keep increasing 

their gold, and the automator will execute the strategy 24 hours after. 

What is the game featured in GG3? 

The Game in GG3 allows people to bet USDT (minimum bet is 50 USDT, maximum bet 10% of 

the TVL of the miner, values adjustable by the owner). Placing a bet is like buying a scratch card, 

if you are lucky you can double the amount you have bet, if you are unlucky you lose it, but if 

you are also invested in the miner your lost bet increased the value of your GOLD. 

How can I know if I have won the Game? 

Once you place a bet you can see on your Dashboard the number of games played increasing,  

once that happens you just have to wait for your bet to be settled by Chainlink in a Verifiably 
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Randomly way (it shouldn’t take longer than a minute) after that you can either refresh the 

page or just wait and the dashboard will automatically update, showing either the amount of 

Games Won increasing or the amount of Games Lost increasing. 

If your Games played are not equal to the sum of Games Won and Games Lost it means you are 

temporarily waiting for the outcome of your bet to be posted. 

If you have won you will receive USDT directly in your wallet. 

Do I need to invest in the miner to play the game? 

No, but it is recommended, if you are invested in the miner and lose you can recover some of 

that loss with the increase of TVL caused by your loss, if you are not invested your loss just did a 

favor to all people invested in the  miner. If you win then in any case you end up with a big gain 

almost doubling your bet amount. (you get 1.95X what you bet since there is a 5% tax) if you 

bet 100 USDT in case you win that will become 195 USDT! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DISCLAIMER 

We DO NOT guarantee 10% a day it is up to 10%. Gold Grinder 3.0  Miner is illegal in certain 

countries 

please consider this when investing. 

Do NOT invest more than you can afford to lose! 


